I noticed that whoever was responsible for the publicity put the phrase Joint Venture in quotation marks. I think that is rather significant. There is a question, you know, as to what we're talking about, and whether this isn't a black cat in a very dark room, whether we'll be able to see it.
Berman, HJ, Joint Ventures between United States and Soviet Economic Organisations, Russian Research Center, Harvard University (1974) 1
In considering the possible legal status of the "joint venture" it is necessary to distinguish (and discount) the primary common substantive venture modified by the secondary adjective joint and confine ourselves only to the proper compound primary substantive joint venture. 1 There are many activities which could be classified as joint ventures and yet clearly do not possess the legal status of a joint venture that, it has been suggested, 2 are akin to Partnership. Rowley 3 While the term "joint adventure", or "joint enterprise" or analogous terms, may be used to describe such non-commercial undertakings, the law governing the rights and duties of participants in such undertakings is not the law of joint adventure, as it has evolved as a branch of commercial law, but the law of international torts, of automobiles, or of negligence, as the case may be.
cites cases wherein persons have been held to be joint venturers or adventurers notwithstanding that the venture undertaken was purely domestic, social or pleasure-seeking in nature. That writer continues: 4 Rowley further suggests that a "joint enterprise" is frequently distinguished from a "joint adventure" because of this feature of including non-commercial or nonbusiness associations whose purpose may be social or pleasure-seeking. 5 Thus, it is submitted, the term "joint enterprise" is an umbrella term of wide definition which covers the commercial partnerships and joint ventures (which are more narrowly defined) as well as non-commercial co-operative activities. It is proposed in this paper to reserve the term "joint venture" for business and commercial co-operative activities and use "joint enterprise" for the common substantive as modified by the adjective "joint". 6 [page 2]
It should further be noted that "venture" and "adventure" are considered as interchangeable synonyms with identical meanings. 7 The term "adventure" will not be used in this paper except where accuracy of quotation requires its use.
As noted by Merralls 8 there is no commonly accepted term to describe the parties to a joint venture and in this paper it is proposed to follow Merralls's example of calling such parties "participants" 8 as a neutral term. The use of the term "partners"
to describe such parties begs the question which this paper addresses itself to:
namely, is there a difference between joint ventures and partnership in Australian law? "Partners" will be used to describe the parties to a partnership. For similar reasons the derivation of the expression "joint venture" will not be appealed to in support of any proposition that the liability of joint venture participants is joint and not several although it is noted that Pollock resorted to the derivation of the word "partnership" to support his proposition that a necessary element of partnership is the division or parting of the partnership profits. 9 Merralls adverts to the academic controversy and concludes that the question is not pertinent to determining the legal character of a joint venture 10 whereas Lindley is of the opinion that since the passing of the English Partnership Act 1890, a division of the profits is no longer a necessary element of partnership.
11
A final note on general semantics must record that the expression "joint venture" is sometimes used to describe co-operative undertakings between a foreign party and a domestic party where national and international policies dictate such co-operation, such policies being restrictions imposed on foreign ownership of domestic businesses and foreign assistance including the exporting of "know-how" to underdeveloped countries and the fostering of industrial growth in such countries.
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Such joint ventures are not the result of freedom of contract or the disinclination of one of the parties to bear the whole risk and provide the finance for the undertaking.
Indeed, such joint ventures usually have as one of the parties a foreign corporation well able to finance the undertaking and which would prefer to operate the business alone but nonetheless elects to take on a domestic co-participant for other reasons. 13 It may be that such international undertakings are described as "joint ventures"
because there is no definition of legal partnership common to both of the participants and their home nations. These joint ventures will not be further considered here except to note that writers on these joint ventures do not distinguish between joint ventures and partnership and indeed, use the words interchangeably.
I. PARTNERSHIP The Australian Law of Partnership
It is proposed to consider Partnership initially as it is with this concept that a joint venture is usually compared with, distinguished from, or likened to the extent that some writers are of the opinion that they cannot be distinguished while others are not. 14 The Australian legal system is in the main derived from that of the English and, in In the case of "joint ventures" this term would appear to have come to Australia from the United States where it was home-grown or else revived from almost moribund usage in the United Kingdom, particularly Scotland. The purpose of its invention or revival in the United States would appear to be the necessity for describing co-operative undertakings which were not partnerships.
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In Australia, partnership is defined as "the relation which subsists between persons carrying on a business in common with a view to profit" 15 with business further defined as including "every trade, occupation, or profession". 16 The various elements of this definition will now be considered.
Persons
In Australia there is no restriction on the definition and capacity of persons, both natural and corporate, to enter into a partnership unless such persons suffer disabilities preventing them from entering into valid and enforceable contracts.
Pursuant to the Victorian Companies Code 17 a company possesses the capacity to enter into a partnership. The position is the same in the other Australian states and the United Kingdom. 18 There is no controversy in Australia regarding the capacity of a company to enter into a partnership and this point would not require consideration except for the fact that in another jurisdiction where joint ventures thrive, it is thought that a corporation cannot enter into a partnership. 19 Similarly, a partnership or firm may be a partner in another partnership or firm.
20

Carrying on a Business
There is authority for the proposition that the "carrying on [of] a business" requires continuity and repetition 21 with the consequence that a "once-off" transaction or a single venture cannot be the object of a partnership. Subject to any agreement between the partners, a partnership is dissolved, if entered into for a single adventure or undertaking, by the termination of that adventure or undertaking.
expressly contemplates a once-off transaction:
Before leaving this discussion on "carrying on a business" it is desirable to refer to a specific semantic problem. Because some jurisdictions distinguish between partnerships and partnerships for limited scope (or "quasi-partnerships") and sometimes adopt the expression "limited partnerships" to distinguish such limited ventures from the more recent creations of statute: the Limited Partnership 36 wherein the liability of partners is limited. It is suggested that Rowley 37 may be followed and the term "special partnership" be used when describing a partnership limited in scope leaving "limited partnership" a sole role in describing limited liability partnerships.
With a view to profit
It is beyond dispute that a partnership which does not show profit can nonetheless still be a partnership: the essential element being that the partners envisage profit.
What is not clear is what constitutes "profit".
Rowley notes 38
The word "profits" implies a comparison between the states of a business at two specific dates usually separated by an interval of a year. The fundamental meaning is the amount of gain made by the business during the year. This can that profit need not be measured or measurable in the accountants' conventional terms of excess of income over disbursements and proper charges, but the fundamental purpose and object of the enterprise must be commercial. advantage, or gain in money or money's worth …. In the law of real property "profit' is used in a special sense to denote a produce or part of the soil of the land, …. Profits lying in render consist of rents due, and services rendered to a lord by his tenant.
gives, inter alia, the following under the heading Profit:
Walsh 40 , seeking to distinguish a partnership from a joint venture, suggests that a partnership carries on business with a view to the mutual gain of the partners.
It is submitted that it is not necessary that the term "profit" in § 5(1) 41 is the same term as "profits" in § 6 42 and that the distinction drawn by the legislators in drafting the 1890 Act was to distinguish between the singular "profit" and the plural "profits". * Certainly the distinction cannot be said to be based only on euphonics as the sections read equally well when the singular and the plural are transposed. The It is submitted that the sharing of the profits and their division is not essential to the establishment of a partnership. A distinction is to be seen between the § 5 (1) definition of partnership and the § 6 Rules for determining the existence of a partnership wherein the sharing/dividing is not a necessary element of the definition while the sharing of profits does have the effect of providing prima facie evidence of a partnership. Certainly a partnership which elects to retain the profits in the business would not be held to not be a partnership because the partners did not share and divide the profits.
Oxford English Dictionary
Harding 53 suggests there are six elements of partnership wherein his third, fourth, and sixth have already been discussed above. Harding's first element requires that there be a relation founded on contract, express or implied, between partners. The second requires that relationship must be in existence such that dealings prior to the formation of a partnership are not covered by partnership law. 54 Harding's fifth element requires that the partnership business must be carried on by the partners "in common", this requirement being that the partners conduct the business jointly for the common benefit of all the partners. This requirement does not mean that all partners must participate in the control and management [page 10] or day-to-day running of the partnership business -it is sufficient that they are entitled to participate. 55 The above is sufficient to define partnership but it remains to consider requirements that other writers consider essential:
Knox 56 suggests that an essential requirement of partnership is the joint receipt of income. There is no requirement within the Act nor derived from common law that this is the case although § 6(2) provides 57 that the sharing of gross returns does not of itself create a partnership. That is not to say, of course, that a partnership can exist without the sharing of gross returns. § 15(a) provides 58 for the case where one partner acting within the scope of his apparent authority receives the money or property of a third person and misapplies it, the consequence being that the firm is liable to make good the loss. While that instance clearly does not involve joint receipt of money or property it can be considered as a "constructive" joint receipt. 59 The Income Tax Assessment Act defines partnership as "an association of persons carrying on business as partners or in receipt of income jointly." This definition has the effect of bringing into partnership, for tax purposes only, besides those who are partners according to partnership law, those persons in receipt of joint income with the consequence that persons who are not ordinarily partners (such as co-owners of income producing property) will be treated as partners for tax purposes. Again, it is not a necessary consequence of the taxing statute that a partnership can exist without the receipt of joint income. As noted previously, it is not essential that a partnership be profitable, only that business be carried on with a view to its being profitable. Thus it is possible to construct an example of a partnership which is so unprofitable that there is not even income derived. Yet, so long as the unprofitable partnership business is carried on with a view to profit it would still be a 
English Partnership Law
The Act of 1890 is equivalent to the Australian Partnership Acts except that there are no Australian equivalents to section 1(2)(a) which exempts mining companies subject to the jurisdiction of the Stannaries from the operation of the Partnership Act and section 4(2) which states that in Scotland a firm is a legal person distinct from the partners of whom it is composed, but an individual partner may be charged on a decree or diligence directed against the firm, and on payment of the debts is entitled to relief pro rata from the firm and its other members. Similarly sections 9
and 47 which are peculiar to Scotland have no equivalent in the Australian legislation.
It is important to note that the section 32(b0 of the English legislation is in identical terms to section 36(b) of the Victorian Partnership Act which has already been discussed.
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Pollock 65 is of the opinion that the incidents of the Scottish joint venture which is confined to a particular adventure cannot be distinguished from those of partnership. Thus it would appear that the expression "joint venture" in English law
is that of a substantive modified by the adjective and equivalent to the previously described joint enterprise. 66 Hence it is concluded that English partnership law has already been fully discussed above in reference to Australian partnership law.
Given that the Australian law is founded on that of England this conclusion is not at all remarkable.
Scottish Partnership Law
The Scottish law of partnership has, since 1890, been identical with that of England except for those express provisions in the English Act relating to the persona of the Scottish firm, 67 the joint and several liability of the partners for contractual debts and obligations 68 and the law of bankruptcy in Scotland. 69 Thus it would seem that while the liability of partners in an English firm is primary and secondary in the case of partners in a Scottish firm, Burgess and Morse 70 are of the opinion that the ultimate result in either jurisdiction will usually be the same.
As previously noted, § 32(b) by necessary implication does not remove a single adventure or undertaking from Partnership Law and thus, at least since 1890, the law relating to Partnership in Scotland is essentially the same as previously described in relation to Australia except for those statutory provisions peculiar to Scotland already noted.
American Law
In the United States the Uniform Partnership Act which is in terms similar to the 1890 English Act defines a partnership as "an association of two or more persons to carry on as co-owners a business for profit". 71 Section [page 13] 2 of that Act further defines "business" to include every trade, occupation, or profession 72 and "persons" to include individuals, partnerships, corporations, and other associations.
The US Act has a similar provision to § 32 of the English Act of 1890 wherein a partnership dissolution is caused by the termination of the particular undertaking specified in the agreement. 73 Another section of the US Act also necessarily implies that a single adventure or undertaking can nonetheless still be a partnership when that section makes provision for the continuation of a partnership formed for a particular undertaking when business is continued beyond such particular undertaking. 74 Rowley in his chapter on the definition of a partnership 75 implies that a partnership usually relates to more than a single transaction although a later section of the same chapter expressly states and provides case citations as authority that partnerships can be organised for one particular transaction or venture.
76
It would seem that in some jurisdictions of the United States it is believed that a corporation cannot be a partner in a partnership. 77 The rationale for this belief is not founded on partnership law but on corporation law as the Uniform Partnership Act expressly provides that a person includes a corporation. However, a corporation is a creature of statute and its powers are conferred by statute. It is a violation of law for a corporation to enter into a partnership unless expressly empowered to do so by statute 78 and even the statutory power for a corporation to enter into contracts relating to the conduct of its business is sufficient to empower a corporation to enter into a partnership. Further, a corporation can only act through its officers and agents and were a corporation to be a partner, that corporation would be bound by the acts of its partners. It is, of course, arguable that such a corporation which is bound by the acts of its partners is acting through its agent as every partner is an agent of the partnership.
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Rowley concludes by stating the net result to be that corporations have, in a considerable number of cases, been held to be empowered to enter into joint ventures for transactions which are within their private powers, even though there might be a question as to the power to enter into a partnership. Thus, he continues, the practice seems largely destructive of the theory of ultra vires when only lip service is paid to that doctrine. 80 It is in fact a "subterfuge". 81 With regard to the carrying on of a business the law in the United States appears to be similar to that of Australia and the United Kingdom wherein although the usual partnership requires more than the carrying out of a single transaction, there can nevertheless be a partnership for the consummation of a single transaction, adventure, or undertaking. 82 That a transaction or adventure of limited scope can still be a partnership is further recognised by the existence in the United States of three kinds of partnership; viz universal, general, and special. 83 A universal partnership is brought about when the partners pool all their property, time, and effort in a common ownership. Because of their comparative rarity such a partnership will not be further considered. A general partnership is the most common kind of partnership which is entered into for everyday structuring of a business.
The existence of a special partnership as a kind of partnership levels support for the proposition that a partnership can exist despite the limited scope of the business transaction or undertaking 84 as does the existence in the statute of provisions specifically designed foe such special transactions. 85 The requirement that the partners carry on their business for profit 86 is similar to the definition found in both the Australian and English statutes. The previously noted distinction between the singular and plural forms of the word "profit" is also to be found in the American Uniform Partnership Act where § 7 of the Act refers [page 15] to "profits" when setting out the rules for determining the existence of a partnership. Further, Rowley when discussing this requirement notes that the purpose of a partnership association must be for gain 87 In English law the expression "joint venture" can be found although it is doubtful that it has any meaning beyond the common substantive modified by the adjective. 96 Lindley's only reference to the expression is in relation to insurance underwriters assuming a fractional proportion of an insurance liability under the terms of a single policy 97 and he stresses that "much may depend upon the precise terms in which the policy is framed". If two persons jointly export their individual goods for sale as a joint adventure, dividing the profits of the transaction in specified shares, there is no partnership as regards the separate parcel of goods provided by each, until they are brought into common stock. Conversely if they are jointly concerned in the purchase, they are not partners unless they are also jointly concerned in the future sale. Where, however, they agree to embark in a joint adventure for the purchase and sale of goods, there is a partnership as regards all the goods bought in pursuance of the agreement, ….
refers fleetingly to the term when describing transactions which do nor result in partnership:
It is clear from the last sentence that Halsbury is using the term as a common substantive modified by the adjective as that sentence permits a partnership to be a joint venture. Further it is submitted that Halsbury is misleading if he means that persons who are jointly concerned in the purchase and are also jointly concerned in the future sale are partners. It is only true that such persons may well be partners but it does not follow that they will be in every such case: an example being coowners of a property or properties who were jointly concerned in the purchase and who may well be jointly concerned in a future sale are not necessarily partners. Joint adventure or joint trade is a limited partnership, confined to a particular adventure, speculation, course of trade, or voyage; and in which the partners, either latent or known, use no firm or social name, and incur no responsibility beyond the limits of the adventure [.] considered the Scottish joint venture defined thus: 102 and concluded that he could not distinguish these incidents of a joint venture from those of partnership.
[
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The treatment by Burgess and Moore 103 of the Scottish joint venture which has a similar definition to that given above would mean that whereas the liability of partners in an English firm is primary and that of partners in a Scottish firm secondary 104 because of the separate because of the separate persona of the Scottish partnership, the liability of participants in a Scottish joint venture is primary because such a joint venture has no separate persona distinct from that of its participants. Those authors concluded that a joint venture was a species of partnership.
It is thus submitted that in the English context the term has two meanings, first as the modified common substantive which was previously proposed to be called a joint enterprise in this paper, 105 and secondly, as a term to describe a species of partnership or something akin to a partnership which is recognised in Scotland as being distinct from a partnership although the distinction is not recognised in
England.
The Scottish "joint venture"
Miller devotes a chapter to joint ventures 106 noting that, although distinguished traditionally in Scots law from a partnership or firm, it is clearly a species of partnership 107 because it remains in essence "the relation which subsists between persons carrying on a business in common with a view of profit". 108 Miller also notes that the legal consequences do not entail any divergence in legal theory from that which governs partnership 109 and that the joint venture is accorded recognition by § 32(b) of the 1890 Act. It is suggested by Miller that a joint venture participant has a limited authority conferred upon him by his co-participants in that he can only transact the joint venture business. 112 Even if this were true, such limited authority is no less than the authority of a partner who is empowered to bind the firm for the purpose of the business of the partnership. 113 Thus this cannot be the basis of any distinction between the two concepts.
Moreover Miller, after discussing the principle of delectus personae, is unable to draw any distinction between partnership and joint ventures.
114
Thus is submitted that there is no distinction to be drawn between partnership and joint ventures, certainly since the passing of the 1890 Act though with regard to the pre-statute law of Scotland, Miller provides authority for the proposition that prior to the 1890 Act no distinction could be drawn.
115
The "joint venture" in America
From the above discussion of partnership and joint ventures it seems clear that the term "joint venture" was adopted in America to describe those relationships which were or are thought to be outside the definition of partnership. The distinction between the American joint venture and partnership has been variously described as "difficult" 122 and clear because the distinction can be and has often been stated in terms which are no more ambiguous than those distinguishing most other legal relationships which are similar enough to require special distinction. 123 While the distinction between the two vehicles may be difficult to discern it is clear that they both share many similarities. Both partners and joint venturers enjoy the right, whether exercised or not to participate in the control and management of the business or transaction. 124 Both are governed by similar rules of law 125 and the joint adventurer, like the partner, "has the dual status of principal for himself and agent for his associates". 126 Similarly, the remedies available to the participants are the same for partnership and joint ventures 127 and both are treated alike for Federal US income tax purposes. 128 Participants have unlimited liability and similar fiduciary duties in both vehicles. 129 It is submitted that, in American usage, a joint venture can be distinguished from a partnership for two reasons: that a corporation can participate in a joint venture but not always in a partnership and the scope of the business of a joint venture is limited compared to the continuing business of a partnership. Notwithstanding these distinctions, both vehicles are subject to the same laws. constituted a partnership. This is incorrect as, in that case, 134 the High Court held that the relationship between the participants was that of partners notwithstanding that the participants had described themselves as being parties to a joint venture.
There is a body of opinion in Australia 135 to the effect that a joint venture differs from partnership because in a joint venture, unlike a partnership, there is no joint profit derived by the participants -the participants take the product or produce in kind and, by severally selling, derive several profits. The distinction is based upon the fact that in a partnership, the partners are in joint receipt of the business income.
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It is submitted that this distinction is based upon a definition of partnership which definition's legitimacy is doubted by this writer.
In support of the distinction Walsh introduces the requirement that partners are engaged in business in common with a view to common profit 150 or alternatively for the mutual gain of the partners. 151 Knox requires that the business of the partnership be carried out in common for joint profit. 152 Both writers contrast these partnership requirements with the purpose of individual gain that provides the distinguishing feature of a joint venture. 153 The definition of partnership provided by both Walsh and Knox does not accord with the statutory definition. 154 Further, Walsh's definition of a joint venture lacks authority beyond the fact that it is described as "a common definition given to a joint venture" 155 while Knox cites as authority for his definition a 1980 paper delivered by RK Moore and an unsourced paper by WD Leslie. 156 Chate 157 does not purport to provide authority but does note that the joint venture has its origins in the requirements of US tax law which is the view of Harding who does provide authority. The Court of Appeal 166 held that the participants were joint venturers and that such joint venturers have fiduciary obligations with Hutley and Samuels JJA holding that intending joint venturers were subject to the same fiduciary obligations as were joint venturers and that these obligations were analogous to those of partners 167 or were the same as those of partners. 168 In seeking to determine the exact nature of a joint venture the court resorted to North American and Scottish authorities 169 wherein it was found that the distinguishing feature of a joint venture was its limited scope. The possibility of the joint venturers taking the fruits of the venture separately and in kind was not canvassed by the Court nor, it would seem, was it argued. Because the proposed venture was a major commercial property development it is difficult, though not impossible, to imagine how the participants could have taken the fruits separately and in kind. It is interesting to note that the Thus it falls to now consider those cases:
Hoare and others v Dawes and another
186
In this case a number of defendants, unknown to each other contracted with a broker who was the ostensible purchaser of a quantity of tea as there was no one buyer or dealer able to cope with such large lots. It was only after the ostensible purchaser went bankrupt and informed the plaintiffs of the identities of his principals that [page 27] the plaintiffs brought suit against the defendants that they were partners amongst themselves or in partnership with the broker. It was held that the defendants were not partners amongst themselves nor were they in partnership with the broker. It does not appear from the report why the plaintiffs did not sue the defendants individually as undisclosed principals but had they done so, the legal obligations of the defendants would have been several towards the plaintiffs. The rationale behind the court's decision being that each of the defendants had an undertaking with the broker for a particular quantity, 187 that there was no common arrangement for the disposal of the tea 188 and that the defendants had never met or contracted together as partners. 
Gibson and another v Lupton and Wood
191
Lupton and Wood concurred in giving a purchase order to the Plaintiffs' agent for one undivided parcel of grain. It was held that the defendants were not liable as partners because … payment for the same [was] to be drawn upon each of the Defendants, which imports more clearly a separation of interest and of liability: and the further fact, that the Plaintiffs, on each occasion, draw a bill for one moiety of the price on one, and for the other moiety on the other Defendant, -a circumstance by no means usual in a joint contract, -…. Why should the Plaintiffs' agent, on transmitting the order, give information on the solvency of the Defendant Wood, who was before a stranger to them, if the Defendant Thus an association will be taxed as a corporation according to an interpretation issued by the US Internal Revenue Service if all four of the following characteristics are found to exist: 204 1. There must be associates;
2.
There must be continuity of existence;
3.
The control and management of the operations must be centralized; and
4.
The venture must have a joint profit objective.
McIntosh and Joseph conclude that because the first three characteristics are generally found in the US oil and gas industry, one must avoid the joint profit objective to escape corporate classification. 205 Thus, for US tax purposes an association, be it a partnership, joint venture or whatever can avoid the classification of a corporation if each of the parties, participants or partners take their share of the fruits of the venture separately and in kind. But, by so doing the association, partnership, joint venture or whatever remains as it was -it is still an association, partnership, joint venture or whatever.
The distinction arising from the participants taking the share of the fruits separately and in kind has been taken up in Australia also for tax purposes and it would seem that the Australian taxation authority is prepared to recognise the distinction. An example will suffice. The provisions relating to exploration and prospecting expenses as income tax deductions 206 are, it would appear, not available to a person who carries on a mining business with somebody else. 207 Thus the Commissioner will not allow the deduction to partners but will to joint venturers where the joint venturers individually take and dispose of (or otherwise deal with) their share of the product. 208 As noted by Spry, The concept would smack of farce were it not necessary to tailor such an operation to negotiate a narrow path between two opinions held by the Commissioner: that a person does not carry on a mining business for the purpose of § 122J if he carries on that mining business with somebody else and yet a joint venturer who separately disposes of the product does.
Joint Ventures as recognised by statute
A joint venture is defined in § 128A of the Income Tax Assessment Act for the purposes of Division 11A of that Act which relates to withholding tax on certain
Australian source income of non-residents. It is defined as an enterprise carried on by two or more persons in common otherwise than as partners. Because of the Division's limited operation this definition will not be considered further.
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The Trade Practices Act expressly recognises a joint venture and defines it as: an activity in trade or commerce carried on jointly by two or more persons, whether or not in partnership; or carried on by a body corporate formed by two or more persons for the purpose of enabling those persons to carry on that activity jointly by means of their joint control, or by means of their ownership of shares in the capital, of that body corporate, ….
211
The purpose of the definition which was inserted into the Act in 1977 is to give effect to § 45A of that Act wherein certain joint venture arrangements, agreements, or understandings are exempt 212 from the deeming provision of § 45A(1) which absolutely prohibits price fixing agreements.
Where such provision relates to the joint supply by the parties to the joint venture of goods or services or the supply of such goods and services in proportion to the participants' respective interests in the joint venture such price fixing agreements are not illegal per se but must still be considered on normal competition grounds pursuant to § 45 of the Act.
Thus the Act does not lend any weight to the proposition that a partnership can be distinguished from a joint venture nor the proposition that only a partnership can jointly supply goods or services. In fact the Act expressly provides for a joint venture to jointly supply goods and services. Admittedly the Act does not support any suggestion that the participants in a joint venture cannot take their share of the product separately and individually dispose of (or otherwise deal with) it; such an arrangement is not inconsistent with the Trade Practices Act.
A Possible Statutory Partnership
Because partnership is founded on the personal relationship and mutual faith and trust between partners who are known to each other, it is arguable that large scale projects involving vast capital and co-operative efforts of impersonal companies and corporations should [page 32] not be governed solely by partnership law.
Whereas a person can be held liable for the acts of his partner, which partner he chose because of his personal knowledge and faith in that partner; should a large commercial company be held liable to the same extent when there is no such personal link between such partners or when the character of the partner can change through share transactions with consequent changes in the management of one of the partners?
Modern partnership is not confined to the original personal knowledge of one's partner. In some cases partnership can be imposed through administrative action with the consequence that a partner does not have a choice with regard to the identity of his partner. In order to efficiently extract with minimum waste such a finite natural resource such as petroleum, the State can impose restrictions on the manner in which such a deposit is exploited and can require adjacent producers to co-operate in the exploitation of a common deposit. 213 Thus there may well be a case for change in that area of the law that imposes liability on a person for the acts of his partners.
The rationale of the Joint Venture
The taxation advantages possibly accruing to a joint venturer as opposed to partners has been discussed above. Most of the Australian commentators on the distinction assert that there is no joint liability in a joint venture as there is in partnership. This assertion appears to be based on the premise that joint liability is peculiar to partnership and, by avoiding partnership, joint liability of the participants to a joint venture has been avoided. 
Conclusion
It is submitted that at the present time there is no real distinction between a joint venture and a partnership in Australia. That there are business vehicles, particularly in the area of taxation, which are capable of being distinguished and perhaps should be distinguished is recognised -it is regrettable that such vehicles are or may be described as joint ventures where that expression already possesses an albeit loose meaning elsewhere which is not consistent with the vehicle sought to be so described in Australia. If it is desirable to distinguish this vehicle from that of partnership it may be preferable to seek another expression as the Americans have done in the case of "mining partnership". Such a term would be appropriate in Australia because the nature of the vehicle in Australia is almost without exception related to the exploitation of natural resources. It must be emphasised that American usage has not seen fit to separately describe those operations in which the participants take their profit severally and in kind. Such vehicles can still be partnerships and that word remains perfectly serviceable.
The public relations press release use of the expression "joint venture" as a more fashionable alternative to "partnership" is to be eschewed. Such [page 34] misuse of language blunts the very tools of the language and at the minimum does grievous bodily harm to its vocabulary or worse: Holmes coined the word "verbicide" to describe such violent treatment of words.
It may even become necessary to preface our usage with a geographic label to distinguish an Australian joint venture from the other kinds.
The term "joint venture" may still have a useful role -that of a species of partnership to describe a partnership wherein the partners have their own individual businesses separate from the business of the joint venture . 27  23  25, 28  28  24  18, 19  29  25  30  26  31  27  23  32  28  20, 22  33  29  21  34  30  21  35  31  27  36  32  29  37  33  31  38  34  31  39  35  32, 37, 39  40  36  41  37  3 
